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1. Introduction
The gate length of MOSFETs continues to be scaled

down while keeping the operating voltage constant over
several device generations,' Therefore, the electrical fields
in the channel have tended to increase and hot carri-
ers are increasingly generated. Ballistic transport of the
hot electrons can cause velocity overshooting, which in-
creases the operating speed in small-feature-size MOS-
FETs [1]. To forecast future MOSFETs, it is thus impor-
tant to investigate hot electron transport in decanometer-
gatelength regimes. We have investigated hot electron
transport in si-MosFETs and derived the characteristic
length of hot electrons for the first time. This vra^s accom-
plished by using a lateral hot-electron transistor (LHET)
with two potential barriers.

2. Device structure and fabrication
The LHET consists of an upper gate, two lower gates

(an emitter and a collector gate), and four ohmic contacts
(Fig. 1). When a positive voltage is applied to the up-
per gate, n-channels that are self-aligned with the lower
gates are induced in the Si surface and efiectively work
as the emitter (E), base (B), and collector (C) [2,8]. By
biasing the emitter gate voltage (vs.) and the collector
gate voltage (Ve"), we can control the barrier height of
the emitter barrier that acts as a hot-electron injector
and of the collector barrier that acts as a spectrometer.
The resistance between two base contacts is monitored
to ensure that the base is not depleted of carriers for the
gate voltages used in the experiments.

The LHET fabrication was identical to the conven-
tional n-MOSFET process except for the gate fabrica-
tion. The poly-Si lower gates were fabricated by electron-
beam lithography with a high-resolution resist (Cal-
ixarene) and reactive.ion etching with CFa (Fig. 2). The
base length (rs) between the emitter and the collector
gate is an important parameter when examining the bal-
listic nature of hot electrons. we fabricated LHETs with
ls : 72 and 131 nm. The width of the lower gates was
0.15 pm, which was larger than those of our previously
reported devices [a]. This doubled the current ampritude
of the collected hot electrons and enabled us to observe
hot electrons in a device with /e ) 100 nm.

3. Results and discussion
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The measured collector current for the LHET with
le - 72 nm is shown in Fig. 3. Measurements were made
at 100 K. When ,IB of -2 nA was applied to the emitter
and 7g" was biased at -1.0 V (curve A), /c remained finite
below the threshold voltage of the collector gate (note
that ^Ig was cut off for Vu" 11.8 V in curve D). This finite
current originated from hot-electron transport. When a
negative ^Is and a negative V*" are biased simultaneously,
a negative I/B is induced and electrons with energy above

-eVns are injected via the emitter barrier into the base.
The hot electrons with enough energy to overcome the
collector barrier can cause a positive.[s.

When I/s6 )0 V (curves B and C), only the hot elec-
trons can be collected at the collector since the electrons
with low energy cannot flow into the collector due to the
potential gradient (inset of Fig. 3). The maximum -Is
(1r""") of curve B was 0.1 nA, which is 5% of the in-
jected current. The fraction 7 (: lI^o*/^IBl) increased
with increasing -Vs Q.e. -VBe) (FiS. 4). Moreover, the
fraction 7 depended strongly on ls. When -Vse - 1.3 V
and I/g,, - 8 V, 'y : 0.07 for /s : 72 nm and ? : 0.007
for ls : 131 nm. From the le dependence of 7 (Fig. 5),
the characteristic length .Lg could be estimated by fitting
into the equation:

7-l'tr::erp(-fu (1)

The resulting length .ts is summarized in Table I. For
Vsu : 8 V, .t6 was 25 nm and decreased with increas-
ing Vg.,. This reduction in Lg may have been caused
by either surface roughness scattering, which is stronger
for higher vertical electric-fields, or by electron-electron
scattering, which depends on the carrier density.

Table I: Characteristic length of hot electrons
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4. Conclusions
We have investigated hot electron transport by using

LHETs with a 10-nm gate-length emitter gate. Up to
7% of the injected current was due to hot electrons at an
emitter-base voltage of -1.3 V. We estimated that the
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characteristic length of hot electrons ranges from 21 to
25 nm at this emitter-base voltage. These results show
that hot electron transport will play a crucial role in fu-
ture MOSFETs with gate lengths of 20 nm or less.
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Figure 1: Device structure of a lateral hot electron transistor
(LHET): top view and cross-sectional view along A-A'. Boron
concentration of the substrate was 2 x 1018 cm-3. The gate
oxide was 5 nm thick.

Collector Gate Voltage, Vn. (V)

Figure 3: Collector current (.16) versus collector gate voltage
(Vg") for the LHET with Is :72 nm. For curves A, B and

C, Vg" : -I.2 V, /p : -2.0 nA, and Ve - 1 V. VBe was

induced at -I.27 Y. Vc was varied at 1 V (curve A)' 0.99 V
(B) and 0.9 V (C). Curve D shows the cutoff characteristics
of the collector gate when Vs" :0 V, VB - Vs : l, V and
Vc - 1.01 V. Vgu was fixed at 10 V for all curves. Inset:
Potential profile of LHET at the biasing condition of curve C.
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Figure 4: Maximum /c (1, ",\ at Vc: 0.99 V as a function
of Vee for Vg' : 8, 10, and 12 V. Open (solid) circles shovi

In"o, fot Ie :72 (131) nm.
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Figure 2: SEM photograph of the emitter and the collector
poly-Si gate after the upper gate and intergate oxide were

removed.
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Figure 5: lE dependence of 'y (:ll,,,,,,1tnl). The character-
istic length is extracted from the fit of Eq. (1) to this data.
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